Gédéo Mirror Effect Metal Leaf & Relief Gilding Paste

5 COLORS
High-Gloss Mirror Effect +1 RELIEF Gilding Paste

A FUN AND SIMPLE WAY TO ADD DIMENSIONAL HIGH-GLOSS MIRROR EFFECTS TO YOUR MIXED MEDIA CREATIONS TO HIGHLIGHT OR ENHANCE SELECTED AREAS OF ARTWORKS.

PROPERTIES
MIRROR EFFECT METAL LEAF
→ Easy-to-use, no fly-away leaf
→ Ultra-gloss finish transfer foil
→ Available in 5.5 x 5.5 inch sheets
→ Compatible over all other products included in the Pébéo Mixed Media program.

RELIEF GILDING PASTE
→ Tube with outliner nozzle included
→ Water-based
→ Dries transparent
→ Compatible over all other products included in the Pébéo Mixed Media program.

SURFACES
Can be applied on most surfaces, raw, painted or decorated: Pébéo Liquid Art Panels, glass, canvas, metal, mirror, Plexiglas, plastic, paper, cardboard as well as on jewelry and decorative objects.

APPLICATION
→ Easy-to-apply and no-mess with the Gédéo Relief Gilding Paste applicator tip; simply squeeze from the tube and draw.
→ The Relief Gilding Paste can be spread with a painting knife if desired.
→ To apply, allow the Relief Gilding Paste to dry until it becomes transparent, cover with a sheet of mirror leaf (colored side up), then apply light pressure with fingers to the sheet to transfer the colored mirror effect, and remove the foil sheet.
→ The Relief Gilding Paste, once dry, remains tacky for a long period of time, even days if covered with a plastic wrap.
→ The transfer foil can also be applied directly over other mediums while still tacky.

HELPFUL HINTS
→ The Relief Gilding Paste tends to shrink while drying. Anticipate the thickness and coverage of the application according to the desired effect.
→ It is important to wait until the Relief Gilding Paste is completely transparent before applying the mirror leaf (transfer foil).
→ Clean gently by hand with soft cloth.